MK2/NB Labeled Brushed Stainless Heater Panel (HVAC)
Installation Manual

HVAC panel for MK2/MK2.5 (NB/NBFL) is now available in matching stainless steel brushed finish. The design of the
Jass HVAC panel characterizes with small tolerances and tight fit, which allows exact positioning and this clean
appearance of the panel.
 Each panel comes with own white backlight for the custom labeling.
 The panels are AC compatible.

Preparation of the OEM Heater Panel
In order to install the Jass Performance Brushed Stainless HVAC panel you need to prepare the OEM heater panel.
Here is step-by-step, how to do it.

Removal of heater control knobs and slider
The Jass Performance HVAC panel comes with own white backlight and custom labeling. In order to function
properly and the light to illuminate the custom labels evenly, the OEM plastic covers need to be removed.
To reach and remove the plastic covers, you first need to remove the heater control knobs and slider.

Easiest way to remove them is by lifting them carefully with two tea spoons or with two flat screwdrivers.

Removing the OEM plastic backlight covers
After removing the three control knobs and slider, you need to remove all of the plastic covers, shown on the
picture bellow.

The plastic covers are glued to the heater panel. To remove them, you can use sharp utility knife/cutter and a small
flat screwdriver. Gently slide the cutter along the edges until it is positioned below the plastic cover and carefully
lift upwards.

Important: After removing them, peal/clean the remaining glue. You can use a small flat screwdriver to peal the
remains of the glue.

Installation of the Jass Performance Heater Panel
The Jass Performance heater panel comes in 4 stainless steel pieces:
-

Stainless steel ring cover for the temperature control.

-

Stainless steel ring cover for the fan speed.

-

Stainless steel ring cover for the fan type.

-

Stainless steel top cover for the whole panel.

Each piece comes with its own backlight and adhesive 3M tape.

Installation is as follows:
1. Peel off the top layer of the adhesive tape
2. Attach the three cover rings first. Position them correctly and push them downwards. Each one is designed
to fit tightly.
3. Attach the top cover. Make sure it is centered correctly. You can use the pin for the slider as vertical guide
and the cutouts for the A/C and Defrost buttons for horizontal guides.
4. Install back the heater knobs and slider, by pushing them downwards.
5. Enjoy your new Jass Performance heater panel cover!

